Video Encyclopedia of Pool Shots (VEPS)
Disc IV – Banks, Kicks, and Advanced Shots
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30. bank and kick shot fundamentals
472.
473.
474.
475.
476.
477.
478.
479.
480.
481.
482.
483.
484.
485.
486.
487.

bank shot terminology (4:28)
bank speed effects (6:43)
bank distance effects (8:00)
kick speed effects (8:20)
kick distance effects (8:38)
kick follow/draw effects (8:52)
kick English effects (9:09)
bank inside and outside cut effects (10:06)
larger-angle bank speed effects (10:48)
spin-induced-spin bank effects (11:13)
equal-rail-distance bank system (12:53)
crossing-lines bank system (15:09)
midpoint parallel-shift bank system (15:42)
equal-separation-distance kick system (16:04)
midpoint parallel-shift kick system (16:46)
mirror-image kick system (17:10)

31. one-rail kick shots
488. GEM: through-diamond rolling-CB system
(18:11)

489. failure of through-diamond rolling-CB system at
larger angles (20:07)
490. correcting the through-diamond rolling-CB
system at larger angles (20:46)
491. through-diamond rolling-CB system off short
rail (21:02)
492. kick speed effects (21:24)
493. kick stun and draw effects (21:52)
494. kick English effects (22:10)
495. GEM: through-diamond rolling-CB system for
ball away from pocket (22:55)
496. mirror-image kicks (23:42)
497. shallow-angle 70% mirror kick rule (24:41)
498. GEM: contact-point-to-cushion-nose shallow
mirror kick (25:29)
499. maximum English rebound angle (27:04)
500. maximum English rebound straighten (28:33)
501. maximum English effect (29:05)
502. adjusting mirror-image kick aim with distance
(29:54)

503. draw kick shortening benchmarks (30:47)
504. using draw and reverse English to straighten a
kick (31:32)
505. large curve draw with shallow-angle kick (32:08)
506. delaying kick lengthening to avoid an obstacle
(32:28)

32. multiple-rail kick shots
507. GEM: Plus System for two-rail kicks into short
rail (33:01)
508. Plus System speed and English effects (34:51)
509. Plus System adjustments (35:43)
510. using the Plus System to pocket a ball on the
rail (37:38)
511. using the Plus System to aim at a ball off the
rail (39:36)
512. using the Plus System to aim at a ball past the
corner (40:27)
513. using the Plus System to kick three rails at a
ball (41:48)
514. midpoint parallel-shift two-rail kick system
(43:00)

515. midpoint parallel-shift two-rail kick system away
from the pocket centerline (44:53)
516. GEM: Corner-5 System (45:54)
517. Corner-5 two-rail kick at ball on rail (48:26)
518. Corner-5 two-rail kick at ball off rail (48:46)
519. GEM: finding the Corner-5 corner track (50:29)
520. different Corner-5 tracks to the corner (51:47)
521. hitting targets relative to the Corner-5 corner
(52:52)

522. finding the corner from different Corner-5
positions (54:01)
523. finding a Corner-5 kick target (54:39)
524. spot-on-the-wall kicking system (55:42)
525. double-the-rail kick (57:16)
526. two-times cross-side kick with English (57:34)
527. cross-side kick straighten (57:47)
528. two-times cross-corner kick with English (58:02)
529. GEM: using draw and reverse English to
straighten a kick (58:28)
530. kicking at a wired carom (58:54)

33. bank shots
531. GEM: through-diamond rolling-ball bank
system (59:20)
532. bank speed effects (1:00:29)
533. fast-speed across-diamond adjustment (1:00:53)
534. GEM: detecting and avoiding a cross-corner
double-kiss (1:01:53)
535. double-kiss zone for a frozen bank (1:02:55)
536. reverse bank maximum angle (1:03:47)
537. kiss and kick cross-corner shot (1:04:27)
538. 9-ball two-way cross-side bank with speed
(1:04:52)

539. two-way double bank to hold the CB

(1:05:18)

34. frozen-ball shots
540.
541.
542.
543.
544.
545.
546.
547.

GEM: frozen wired combo (1:05:53)
frozen CB follow (1:06:43)
GEM: twice-as-full frozen-CB billiard (1:07:42)
off-angle twice-as-full frozen-CB billiard (1:08:36)
ten-times-as-full frozen-OB carom (1:09:24)
kick into and throw a frozen OB (1:10:22)
frozen cluster tangent-line caroms (1:10:54)
frozen cluster combo (1:11:27)

35. frozen-rail shots
548. rail-first vs. ball-first position control (1:12:03)
549. GEM: position control with CB and OB frozen
to rail (1:13:07)
550. avoiding side pocket point with CB and OB
frozen to rail (1:14:17)
551. draw with CB frozen to rail (1:14:54)
552. three-rail two-way bank of rail-frozen ball
(1:15:20)

36. ticky shots
553.
554.
555.
556.
557.
558.
559.
560.
561.

mirror aim for ticky shots (1:16:20)
CB ticky billiard (1:16:44)
CB ticky safety (1:17:13)
double ticky billiard (1:17:27)
ticky follow billiard (1:17:38)
OB ticky carom (1:17:49)
kick ticky billiard (1:18:03)
one-pocket triple ticky (1:18:25)
ticky draw cross-corner billiard (1:18:37)

37. double-kiss shots
562.
563.
564.
565.

double-kiss bank safety (1:19:14)
one-pocket double-kiss bank shot (1:19:33)
double-kiss nurse-into-pocket shot (1:20:07)
double-kiss bank to avoid scratch (1:20:27)

38. kiss-back shots
566.
567.
568.
569.
570.
571.
572.
573.

kiss-back safety (1:20:54)
rail dribble billiard (1:21:26)
kiss-back follow billiard (1:21:46)
kiss-back draw for position (1:21:57)
kiss-back draw billiard (1:22:37)
kiss-back English safety (1:22:45)
kiss-back double-billiard (1:23:04)
kiss-back double-billiard follow (1:23:17)

39. throw shots
574.
575.
576.
577.
578.
579.
580.

cut-induced throw (CIT) (1:24:00)
throw English and spin effects (1:26:16)
outside English throw effects (1:27:00)
spin-induced throw (SIT) (1:27:38)
SIT speed effects (1:28:13)
GEM: using SIT to create an angle (1:28:36)
using CIT and SIT to create an angle (1:29:17)

581. SIT billiard shot (1:29:52)
582. using CIT and SIT with a frozen CB (1:30:19)
583. using CIT to create an angle with a frozen
combo (1:30:52)
584. GEM: avoiding CIT with a frozen combo
(1:31:23)

585.
586.
587.
588.
589.
590.
591.

using speed to limit frozen-combo CIT (1:32:12)
effects of cling and spit on throw (1:32:39)
effects of outside English on throw (1:34:01)
effects of inside English on throw (1:35:26)
outside English throw with very thin hit (1:36:12)
using SIT to get position (1:36:36)
GEM: using CIT to change the angle of a
frozen combo (1:37:27)
592. kicking at a frozen combo to change the angle
(1:38:07)

593. using SIT to hold the CB (1:38:46)
594. GEM: effect of speed on CIT (1:39:18)

40. spin-transfer shots
595. bank shot requiring spin-induced spin (SIS)
(1:40:36)

596. GEM: bank shot using cut-induced spin (CIS)
(1:41:43)

597. GEM: following an obstacle ball into a pocket
(1:42:41)

598. clear and follow past a frozen obstacle ball
(1:43:54)

599. using CIS to bank a frozen OB (1:44:06)
600. GEM: one-pocket frozen spot shot (1:44:26)
601. GEM: using SIS to change angle of frozen
carom (1:44:51)
602. using SIS to change angle of frozen combo
(1:45:29)

603. using SIS to change angle of carom bank
(1:46:10)

604. CIS cross-side bank (1:46:35)
605. GEM: two-times and three-times cross-side
banks (1:46:47)
606. one-pocket three-times cross-corner bank
(1:47:31)

607. GEM: using SIS to avoid cross-side-bank
double kiss (1:47:50)

